**Guide: Best & Brightest CRE Investors & Deal Advisors**

Submission Deadline: November 5, 2021, by 5 pm EST
Send Fully Completed Forms: nomination@globalmanetwork.com or FAX (USA): 212.918.9066

First-ever, the “GUIDE: Best & Brightest CRE Investors & Deal Advisors” is an exciting new feature published by Global M&A Network. The “Guide” will spotlight private equity firms and deal advisory firms from the CRE industries that have most experienced team and an outstanding record for consistently executing value-creating transactions. There are countless firms in the industry, and only the best firms with the brightest teams will be qualified based on their differentiated attributes.

**WHO, Firm Criteria:**

**Investors:** The firm’s presence in U.S with clear focus of investing in CRE sub-sectors such as housing, industrial, office, retail, hospitality, industrial, logistics, etc. (2) strategy such as “Core”, “Value-Added”, “Opportunistic” or “Special Situations/Distressed”; (3) Deal type and structure to include buyouts, direct or co-investment involving equity commitments. (4) Transactions completed in 2021 (deal size is irrelevant).

**Advisors:** Firms such as M&A investment banks, law, restructuring, transaction services firms with presence in U.S and a dedicated CRE group; (2) Served as primary advisor on deals closed during the 2021 timeframe (deal size is irrelevant).

**HOW:**

**Selection:** Firm eligibility standards per above, invite based on research/due diligence including uniqueness of the firm, unparallel expertise, leadership, and reliably executing CRE transactions in United States signifying commitment to excellence. Naturally, US based firm’s gain advantage.

**Submissions:** Quality of submission will inform our decision to include the firm. Firms with incomplete information or no-info per invite response may be excluded or included with blank content for the firm profile page. No fees to enter submissions.

**WHEN, Announcement and Publishing:**

The “GUIDE” is announced during the Real Estate: Growth & Deals Forum, held on November 18, 2021.

Secondly, the “Guide” is published online including firm profiles after the virtual forum. Note, we will get your approval as it relates to the accuracy of the content prior to publishing the firm profile.

**WHY, Benefits:**

Inclusion in the “Guide” is an ultimate testament to the firm’s commendable standing in the industry. Further, the “Guide” serves as an essential reference to the industry players year-round.

We reserve the right to limit number of firms. Featured firms must obtain reprint / licensing rights for their marketing. Firms also have the option to upgrade their on-line profiles.

---

Questions, Contact: ➤ Raj Kashyap (USA) T: 914.886.3085 E: raj@globalmanetwork.com
Guide: Best & Brightest CRE Investors & Deal Advisors

Submission Deadline: November 5, 2021, by 5 pm EST
Send Fully Completed Forms: nomination@globalmanetwork.com or FAX (USA): 212.918.9066

CRE PRIVATE EQUITY FIRMS:
Terms: By submitting this form, the firm agrees and accepts the following in its entirety: (a) GM&AN will publish the firm information – i.e “profile”; (b) include the firm in its marketing materials; (c) GM&AN does not disclose any private info on this entry form to any external parties.
Investors are invited to participate at the Real Estate Growth & Deals Virtual Forum held on November 18, 2021.

PART A:
1) Company:
2) Your Full Name (person filling this form):
3) Title:
4) Phone Direct and/or Mobile:
5) Email:
6) Primary Location of the Firm - City & State:

PART B: Firm Info: Complete all sections 1 through 10.

1) Year Firm Founded or per Real Estate practice group:
2) Leadership (group head North America/USA, And/or other regions, or by sub-sector/strategy as applicable):
   N1: Title: E: P:
   N2: Title: E: P:
   N3: Title: E: P:
   N4: Title: E: P:
3) Real Estate Assets Under Active Management (equity/plus debt):
4) Most Recent Real Estate Fund Raise (size and year):
5) Investment Criteria (Limited to 50 words or less):
6) ESG Initiative/Reporting (one short sentence):
7) Diversity & Inclusion (one short sentence):
8) Total Number of Transactions Closed in USA (2020-21 timeframe):
9) List Top Investment Transaction Closed in USA (2020-21 timeframe):
10) Firm Profile: (100 words or less. We reserve the right to edit if the word count exceeds 100 words):
CRE DEAL ADVISORY FIRMS:

Terms: By submitting this form, the firm agrees and accepts the following in its entirety: (a) GM&AN will publish the firm information – i.e “profile”; (b) include the firm in its marketing materials; (c) GM&AN does not disclose any private info on this entry form to any external parties.

Firms are welcome to participate at the Real Estate Growth & Deals Virtual Forum held on November 18, 2021.

PART A:

1) Company:
2) Your Full Name (person filling this form):
3) Title:
4) Phone Direct and/or Mobile:
5) Email:
6) Primary Location of the Firm - City & State:

PART B: Firm Info: Complete all sections 1 through 8.

1) Firm Type (Category: M&A Investment Bankers, Lawyers, Restructuring, Transaction Advisors):

2) Leadership (group head North America/USA, and/or other regions, or by sub-sector/strategy as applicable):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N1:</th>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>E:</th>
<th>P:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| N2: | Title: | E: | P: |

| N3: | Title: | E: | P: |

| N4: | Title: | E: | P: |

3) Client Reference, Required

| N: | Title: | E: | P: |

4) Sub-Sector or Specialty Focus as applicable:

5) ESG and/or Diversity & Inclusion as applicable (one short sentence):

6) Total Number of Transactions Closed (2020-21 timeframe):

7) List Top Two Transactions Closed (2021 timeframe. Include Deal Size.):

8) Firm Profile: (50 words or less. We reserve the right to edit if word count is more than 50 words.):